
Graphic Novels
Tiny Dancer
by Siena Cherson Siegel
Suffering from the injuries and doubt
that are taking a toll on her body,
teenage ballerina Siena must look
beyond the world of dance to figure out
who she is without the thing that
defines her and what comes next for
her life.

The Golden Hour
by Niki Smith
After witnessing a violent attack at
school, Manuel struggles with anxiety
but his cell phone camera helps him
find anchors when he dissociates, and
an unexpected friendship opens up
new possibilities.

Mooncakes
by Suzanne Walker
When teen witch Nova Huang discovers
that her childhood crush, Tam Lang, is a
werewolf, they team together to face
dark forces who are eager to claim the
magic of wolves.

Go with the Flow
by Lily Williams
Sick of an administration that puts
football before female health, four high
school friends band together to get the
school to provide menstrual products
to the students.

Witchlight
by Jessi Zabarsky
Meeting in the marketplace amid
community fears about witchcraft,
Sanja and Lelek begin uncovering
difficult magical secrets about Lelek’s
past while making unexpected
discoveries about friendship, family
and falling in love.
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Oksi
by Mari Ahokoivu
Poorling is a little bear. She's a bit
different from her brothers. Mother
keeps their family safe. For the Forest is
full of dangers. It is there that Mana
lives, with her Shadow children. And

above them all, Emuu, the great Grandma in the Sky.

This was Our Pact
by Ryan Andrews
Ben and his friends are determined to
find out where the paper lanterns of
the annual Autumn Equinox Festival go,
so they follow the river as far as they
can until the only followers left are Ben
and Nathaniel.

Jukebox
by Nidhi Chanani
A mysterious jukebox, old vinyl records,
and cryptic notes on music history, are
Shaheen's only clues to her father's
abrupt disappearance. Suddenly, the
girls are pulled from their era and
transported to another time! Can they

find Shaheen's dad before the music stops?

Nightschool
by Svetlana Chmakova
When her older sister, the new keeper
of a school that teaches creatures of
the night such as vampires and witches,
disappears, Alex enrolls in the school to
find out what happened to her.

My Last Summer with Cass
by Mark Crilley
A coming-of-age graphic novel follows
the experiences of childhood friends
Megan and Cass, who approach a
crossroad in their lives and art during a
visit to the latter’s very different new
home in New York City.

Huda F Are You?
by Huda Fahmy
Huda and her family just moved to
Dearborn, Michigan, a small town with
a big Muslim population. In her old
town, Huda knew exactly who she was:
She was the hijabi girl. But in
Dearborn, everyone is the hijabi

girl. Huda is lost in a sea of hijabis, and she can't rely on
her hijab to define her anymore. She has to define
herself.
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Dancing at the Pity Party : a Dead
Mom Graphic Memoir
by Tyler Feder
A debut graphic novel traces the
author’s experiences with the loss of
her mother, tracing the poignant
journey of her mother’s diagnosis and
treatment and her own experiences
with sitting Shiva and making sense of

life after her mother’s death.

The Dire Days of Willowweep Manor
by Shaenon K. Garrity
After rescuing a stranger, Haley wakes
up in Willowweep, the setting of her
favorite Gothic romance novel, where
she discovers that she must save this
universe from an all-consuming evil to
return home.

A-Okay
by Jarad Greene
While dealing with side effects from his
powerful new acne medication, eighth
grader Jay Greene finds things not
going exactly as planned with school
and his friends, and hopes things will
turn out to be a-okay.

Almost American Girl
by Robin Ha
Moving abruptly from Seoul to
Alabama, a Korean teen struggles in a
hostile blended home and a new school
where she does not speak English
before forging unexpected connections
in a local comic drawing class.

Displacement
by Kiku Hughes
On a visit to San Francisco, Kiku finds
herself transported in time back to the
1940s Japanese-American internment
camp that her late grandmother,
Ernestina, was forcibly relocated to
during World War II.

Banned Book Club
by Hyun Sook Kim
College freshman Kim Hyun Sook, who
seeks refuge from a totalitarian regime
in the comfort of books, unexpectedly
joins an underground banned book
club, where the delights of discovering
works of illicit literature are
overshadowed by fear and violence.

Measuring Up
by Lily Lamotte
Having just moved to Seattle from
Taiwan, twelve-year-old Cici enters a
cooking competition to win the chance
to see her grandmother again, but she
only knows how to cook Taiwanese
food.

Snapdragon
by Kat Leyh
Befriending an eccentric but savvy
older woman who suggests that they
help each other while raising a litter of
orphaned baby opossums, a young girl
discovers that the woman may possess
real magic and a possible connection to
her family.

Nubia : Real One
by L. L. McKinney
Nubia has always stood out because of
her Amazonian strength, but even
though she uses her ability for good
she is seen as a threat, so when her
best friend Quisha is threatened by a
boy who thinks he owns the town,
Nubia risks everything to become the

hero society tells her she is not.

SCI-FU : Kick It Off
by Yehudi Mercado
Teenage DJ Wax is transported to the
robot-filled world of Discopia where he
has to compete against the Five Deadly
Dangers in a sound-bending martial
arts contest that will determine the fate
of the Earth.

The Magic Fish
by Trung Le Nguyen
It's hard enough trying to communicate
with your parents as a kid, but for
Tiâên, he doesn't even have the right
words because his parents are
struggling with their English. Is there a
way to tell them he's gay?

The Montague Twins: the Witch's
Hand
by Nathan Page
A first entry in a planned graphic-novel
duology finds mystery-solving twins
Pete and Alastair investigating the
disappearance of three teen witches
before uncovering dangerous secrets

about their parents, guardian and community.
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